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.SOME DEMONSTRATIONS ON EXTRAOCULAR IMAGE IN CHINA 

C. K. Jen 

FOREWORD 

Accompanied_b..}'_n,1y wife. 1·undertook a lecture tour on recent developments 

in physics through three universities in the P.eople's Republic of China from 

~e_Etcm~er 1980 through_Fc~ruary 1981. Totally_unrelated to my lectures __ or past 

experience •. my attention wa$ incidentally drawn to the upsurge of interest among 
------- -·----~~----"_._,, __ ·-->a ~ ,-.----,,-,-----~"""'~~-~~----

the __ populace on some children's ability of having an extraocular ima9e • .This 

kind of interest was app"rcntly stimulated by the first report in Sichuan Daily 

on March 11, 1979 about a twelve-year old boy being able to recognize a ~ritten 

\·tord by his ear. In late 1980 and early 1981 when we were there, both the in

tercs t and activity in extraocu1ar image had already grown to large proportions 

on a nationwide scale {Ref.1). It was .in this general atmosphere that our 

friends and former colleagues h~d urged us to be either spectators or referees 
. 

for a few infor!r.al extraocular demonstrations •. I will narrate our expe~ien~~s 

on extraocular image; two in __ Hefei}n. ce~~~l~ ~~i~a_ and _one_in ~e~~· 

The. First Demonstration 

This occurrence took place on November 24, 1980 in Hefei~ After dinner, 

Yin Ke-nc~g y"J'~JiH~ (lecturer in the_ Department of Radio Engineering), his wife, 

and son came to see us at our hotel with Zhu Jin-Kang ~~) (A lecturer in 

the same department), his wife,.and their nine-year old son, Zhu J1 ~). Mr. 

Yin was ·one of the persons responsible for setting up my lectures at the Uni

versity o'f Science and Technology of China. Mr. Zhu told me and Yin that only 

a short while c•ar1ie.r he felt that somehow his son ha_d the facu.lty ·Of Extraocular 

Image (henceforth abbreviated as EOI--my own notation). He thought that we may 

find it fun to give his son .a. try. My wife was willing to take him up on the 
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offer and wrote with a ball-point pen, out of everybody's sight, the Chinese 

word.( EI) meaning "sun" on a piece of paper which was folded into a.·sma11 

opaque pad cnclo:;irig the \'lord. _The boy traced the sample with his fingers 
. . 

(Picture 1) and spoke out onli part of the word at first and the complete word 

correctly at the end. My \'dfc tried two other Chinese words in succession, 

'f-) and (t:._), rneirning 111evcl11 (as in water level) and "sky". The boy was able 

to name the word corr~ctly each time, although somewhat haltingly. When asked 

how he felt in tracing the word, he described that there.was a tingling 

sensation in his fingers when _they were right on the line. 

Zhu Ji's performance surprised us very much because this was our first 

experience in seeing it done, even though Mr. Zhu apologized for his son's 

inexpcrienc~. 

The Second Demonstration 

The second demonstration took place on November 30, 1980 in a cl~ss 

room at the University of Science and Technology. Knowing about my interes~ 

in EOI from Zhu Ji 1 s demo_nstration, Mr. Jia Zhi-bin ~;tJJt:}(Proctor of the 

Hefei Associated University) organized a group demonstration and invited 

four children from the local Liuan (~~) Elementary School. The children 

were Wang Wei-~ua (f.PJ{:) (girl, age 11, 5th grade), Liang Shu-jing Cl,f:f.\rfJ 
{girl, age 10, 3rd grade), Xu Xiang (11:tJJ) (girl, age 9, 4th grade), and 

Duan Lian-yong <l,!z.~?} (boy, age 9, 3rd grade). They were known to have 

some faculty of EOI to varying degrees. Mr. Jia had his aides prepare over 

one hundred samples, each c·onsisting ~f a piece of paper, on which either a 

Chinese word or an-English letter was written in color (red, blue, or black). 

Each sample paper was folded many .times into a small pad, either sealed at, 

the folding edge with a touch of glue or completely sealed. In any case, the 

writing inside each sample was not visible to the eye. 
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Mr. Jia opened the meeting with the four children sitting in chairs 

directly facing the front row·and with an audience of some sixty University 

students and many el ementrary school (associated with the University) stu

dents. Mr. Jia asked.me to be the chief referee with my wife and one other 

friend as assistant referees, all sitting in the front row directly facing 

the dcrnonstrators. We saw an usher carrying a big plate of randomly placed 

samples to the demonst~ators and let each of them take a sample at will. 

Each demonstrator put the picked sample between his or her palms. In less 

than a minute or·b,o the three girls i.ndicated that they already got their 

.answers. Mr. Jia announced to them tha.t each of them should write on the 

sample envelope the name and the EOI result (i.e., the word and its color 

they "saw"). These unopened samples were handed over to me and I then let 

them be opened one-by-one in front of us (three referees) and have the 

contents be compared between the inside and the outside. I then announced 

that ~lang Wei-hua got the red-colored word CJ)' meaning "male" correctly 

for both the Chinese character and its color. Liang Shu-jing got correctly 

the red-colored word (j~) pronounced as "Zhou" (best known as the Zhou or 

Chou Dynasty ·in Chinese history}. Similarly, Xu Xiang go·t the word ( fil.) 
meaning "see" equally correctly. But tlie boy, Duan Lian~yong, was not able 

to get any answer, and the poor boy sobbed for his failure. 

As we. were to go on with more demonstrations by the four subjects, on 
. . 

different samples, there arose in the audience an uproar among the elementary 

school students. We heard them calling out aloud why couldn't they join the 

the demonstration; even though many of them would be trying out for the first 

time. Mr. Jia and I agreed to let them have a try-out but limft the number of 
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.. ;;fl ' .J, • volunteers to five. Their names were Tan Qing-j~u Cl.f~7U} ~girl, 5th grade), 

Liu Shu-ling (;f;jzff)(girl. 5th grade). Liu Chun-yan (;t:j_,ff;~ )(girl, age 10, 

5th grade), Liu_ Jun C-;t'Jf )(girl~ age 5-1/2), Liu Zhong-jian CiJ,'tLtHage.12, 

5th grade). , 

The res_ul ts of the second round of EOI demonstration are the following. 

Among the .original invited demonstrators, Wang We1-hua got the red-colored 

word y ) . meaning 11broad11 corre'ctly {she_ had_ the samp1 e crumbled in her hand), 

Liang Shu-jing got the \'lord (I~') (oftent~mes meaning "pub11c11
) correctly. 

Xu Xiang got correctly the black-colored word ( ij } meaning "moon". These 

were their second round of successes. Among the new volunteers, Tang Q1ng-jiu 

first had the right answer _for the_ letter "F" and afterwards also for the letter 
11G11

• Liu Shu-jingwas right with the answer, the letter "M". Liu Chun-yan was 

the first and only one to use her car in recognizing the Chinese word (;h ) 
. . 

meaning "strength". Liu Zhong-jian was right about the Chinese blue-colored word 

(-/J >. conmonly us_ed as a preposition. Finally, the 5-1/2 year-old girl I Liu Jun 

(younger sister of Liu Chun-yan) was right about the Chinese word Lt) meaning 

"up". One must say that the volunteers did as we11 as the veterans; because_ _ 

there was not a single failure among all the participants. (1~ 

I was lucky to have Mr. Jia's pennission for the referees to hold a 

short private session with-the invited demonstrators. I asked the girls in 

what manner the extrasensory image came to them. The girls did not describe 

their impressions in exactly the same language. but they did agree on certain 
. . . 

things which we'll temporarily regard as the corrmon ground. Suppose the 

subject receives a sample between her palms; she needs a good concentration 

of mind. After a little while (a minute or so), she may feel a slight wannth 

in the hands or a certain tingling sensation. There seems to be something like 
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a sensation on the move or a current going up from the hand(s) to the head 

(or the brain). · An image begins to form 1n the "mind's eye". It a·ppear!. 

first as a small colored blur and then gradually expands or enlarges into a.· 

larger and a much c~earer·colored image in focus. Finally, the subject 

"reads" out what she 11sees 11
• 

The Third Demonstration 

The demonstration. occurred on February 61 198L On an impromptu 

visit of ours to the home of.my former student, Yang long-she~g C-/jf;tJ, 
. . 

who is now a Senior Scientist at the Institute of Electronics, we bumped 

into a gathering of Yang's family of s1x (three generations) and two young 

sisters from the neighborhood. Yang suggested that, since the two sisters 

were known to be good subjects of.EOI, it would be a nice occasion.for us 

to witness at least the performance of the younger sister who recently won 

the first prize in a demonstration at the Institute of Physics. We were, 

of course, delighted with this opportunity and immediately welcomed the 

ten-year old student named _Yu _Po <t~) to proceed. We had,. however, to 

pay the price of being the principal monitors of the performance. · 

In the first test; my wife went to a writing desk at the far end 

· of the room, wrote something on a single sheet of paper which was then wrapped, 

and came back with a sample in a hollow wax ball roughly 3/4" in diameter 

· (the ball consisting of two hollow hemispheres which could be closed, 

usually usrid a~ a.container for medicine pills, available in Chi~ese house

holds). Except for herself, nobody else knew what IT\Y wife actually put 

into the ball. The ball was placed into the hand of Yu Po, who quickly 

held the ball by both hands behind her back (Picture 2). In about one-half 

minute, Yu Po cal 1 ed out that she "saw11 the red-colored Chinese word ( i ); 
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one of its many meanings is "Lord" in the religious sense. My wife quickly 

affirmed that the a.nswer was correct • 

. In the second test, my wife repeated her secret mission and came 

back with a plastic'box rif roughli 1/2 11 ~ 1/2" ~ 2". Yu.Po put 1t in her 

hands behind her back and 1n about one-half minute announced correctly 

the blue-colored.Chinese word ~'); .one of ~ts many meanings 1s "separate". 

At this juncture, Dr •. Lu Bao-we1 <?Jff~/b, who is my former student 

and is now the Director of the Institute of Electronics, joined our company 

and was about to take us to his house for dinner. Seeing what was going on, 

Lu volunteered to make a sample known only to himself, and came back with 

his own wax ball. Yu Po handled Lu's sample in the same manner and announced 

in the usual time that the word inside the ball was the .red-colored Chinese 
·, . 

word Cf> meaning "central", which was the correct answer. This amounted 

to a third test which was equally successful {Picture 3. with Yu Po trium

phantly holding the sample taken out from the container after the test). 

At the end of these tests, I requested the host to allow me to ask 

Yu Po a few questions. Yu· Po acknowledged· that her older sister (age 15) 

by the name Yu Yan tJiJ) could do ~retty much the same thing._· She then 

proceeded to describe her impressions about this kind·of EOI_with frequent 

nodding of agreement by Yu Yan (Picture 4). 

Yu Po's description of her sensation contained details which were in 

some· ways quite di.fferent from those of the Hefei subjects, but the princi

pal conclusions appeared to be_ in gross agreement. She did not feel any 

warmth or tingling feeling in herhands when she received the sample. (It 

might be noted that Yu Po had .thick containers enclosing the paper-wrapped 
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samples in addition to samples in thin-paper wrappings. as in He1fe1's case. 

But, she first "saw" 12 different colored spots, only one of which bright

ened up while the others were vanishing. The colored bright spots appeared· 

to be flashes swept from the.right side of her head to the left (her sister 

Yu Yar:i, no·dded her assent), making flashes of dots or strokes somewhat dis-
' 

orderly. Finally, the whole image of the colored writing appeared clearly . 

. DISCUSSION 

There ar~-~-~~~ major ~sttons_ that can be asked of the type of EOI 

demonstr~~lQ.!}?JJ:!J>!es~11-~-~~-~~?V~. We will try to dfs~~ss __ them in. the _fol-. 

1 owing_ orde·r. 

1) Is the EOI phenomenon real in nature? It ~ould be a real phenome

non in a g~ven act or demonstration if no fraud 1s involved in the.whole 

process. To_ prove_ that the _EOI _ph.cnolTlenon 1 s __ i ndee~ ~. __ we insist that 

on 1l ~ s_i ng1 e repea tab 1 e II h<me~~~-t~::soodne~_s" ca_~-~ J s need~d fe>r___JhJ? 

es ta~l ishment_ of the objective real-i ty ..!.. .. ~v~~--i_f_l!lany other E~_ de~onst_!:~~-!~ns 

_can be_p_rov~~_Jo be fraudulent. That one single case, however, must be proved .----~,, ... _ - . -----· ----·--~---·-··----------·---------~--~·-·----- """'-"'"'·-~ -

t_°--~~ __ rigorously and comple_~-~~X_ft~~ fr~~-~!!l_!!_ri_~--~ffraud(s). This kind 

of proof is admittedly very hard to come by but must be achieved beyond any 

reasonable trace of doubt. 

To illustrate the point, I would like to take up the case of the Third 

Demonstration where my wife did two EOI experiments with the subject Yu Po, 

involving a colored Chines~ word wrftten inside a paper pad which was itself 

contained in a wax ball and the other involving~ similar sittiatfon with a plas

tic box. A fraud may have been committed as a result of certain special acts 

among three persons: Yu Po, my wife, and a third person, X. Case (1): 
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* Yu Po may be a "psychic" who could read my wife's mind or the sample 
. . 

directly, or she may be a·magician who could play tricks with the sample. 

However, Yu· Po is only a ten-year old student, not known by the Yang family, 

who are close neighbors, to be either·a psychic or magician. The host, 

Yang, being my former student and having had a close relationship with 

me for many decades, would not knowingly subject me to seeing an act of 

deception without telling me the truth. Case (11): An act of collusion 

. between Yu Po and my wife was obviously out of the question. Case (111): 

The person X could be a psychic, a magician, or an ordinary person. First, 

if X were a psychic, that person might be able to read my wife's mind and 

then transfer the information content to Yu Po by some act •. But Yu Po showed 

not the slightest indication that she was being influenced by anybody, certainly 
' 

not within one-half minute's time, when she gave the right ans\'ler. Secondly, 

if X were a magician, the person needed to play tricks with my wife's privat~ly 

prepared sample and then from a distant point transfer the real sample to Yu Po 

and/or play another trick to reveal the information to her. There was no evi-

. dencc that these compl.icated magician's acts were performed, and the required 

time for it was rather too short. Thirdly~ if X were an ordinary person, such a 

person was not at any time or place close enough to my wife (to the best of her 

knowledge) to spy on her information and then somehow signal the infonnation to 

Yu Po. There was no indication that a person {or persons) performed such a 

delicate spy an~ delivery job for either one of the two experiments. Again, 

*A "psychic" is defined by Webster's Third International Dictionary as "a person 
apparently sensitive to nonphysical forces". In this paper, a psychic is 
introduced only for the sake of argument. We do not believe such a person 
really exi-sts. _ _....-:...._.-, 
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shortness of time (about one-half mfnute) would mak~ the operation hardly 

practicable. 

Having gone over all the imagined possibilities of fraud on a spe~ 

cific EOI demonstration we witnessed, we found none of the suspicions 

well founded. lam left with no better alternative than to assume the 

observed~nomena w~s indeed real. 

In a PT.~~-~ se~-~~._J __ ~<!!':_ no.!:~~ at al 1 to suppose any of the three 

d~(!lor:t.~_tr~tions we cyc-\'ti tncssed,, was in any way fraudulent. In the same vein, 

we heard that virtually hundreds of demonstrations or experiments on EOI 

involving young children have been conducted all over China during the past 
.. 

two years and, in general, the results were about the same as ours. If most, 

if not all, of these acts are fradulent, then one would have to assume that 

multitudes of Chinese people all freely joined in a widespread act of con

spiracy and deception. Such an assumption would be utterly unthinkable. 

During this writing it came to my attention that the Russians had some

wh.at earlier reported the "Dermo-Optical Perception .. effect, which in many ways 

paralleled ·the present descripti6n of the EOI phenomenon (Ref. 2)~ 

2) What is the expl a_nation of the EOI phenomenon? Assumin9 that 

EOI is a real _phe_nome~~~~! __ t~e first question ___ is __ ~~-e-~~:!._!he pheno!e~~~--can be 

explained interins ___ of _known _ _p~ysical forces. The answer has to be a negative . -- -~ ~-'-=-·-··· . -·----~~- ~-.-
· one at_ the _present stage of knowl edg~e ._ Let us examine, however, what these 

known physical forces can do. There are only four known physi~al _forces: 

the s_!:_r_~~..2_ force of nucl ea1:_~rigin,, the fami 11~.r...!1 ~ctroma9net~~---·fo_r..f~ .. L.the 

weak force of the _~lement-aryJ~~rticle_origin(or of the nuclear radioactive 

d~), and __ ~ravi ta·t ion_ force which 1s ubiquitously present between any 

two masses. The i,nly force! that can .. be~~pplied t9 h~man bodjes_J$ the electro-
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JM.gnet i c .... f orce. The other. three forc;~~-~arentJy have np particul~( relevance. 

Human bodies are known to radiate and absorb radiations at microwave and 
., . ., ... ~---· ,;;;., . 

infrared frequencies but ~hey also absorb x-tay, y-ray and even cosmic rays.· 

Similarly, words written in color can emit and absorb radiation from very low 

frequencies through microwave and millimeter waves, infrared, and visible (per

haps even including ultraviolet to x-rays and beyond). But, st1ch __ tadiations are 
' . 

u_~1:1-~JJ_1 __ f.}:<J!:.~l.Y. we~~--~!1d.. ~a.~. ~~.£~:r-.ti~J ly or whol l_y blocked ~Y_f~rtain inter-

v~I) i .. ®_ !Jla teri al s. Hypothetically speaking (overlooking the extraordinarily 
,a- .. -c,.7.----,-,,-..--· ;..,•' "" , .. '~------~·--·-- • -----·, 

~m.~Jl_jntensities at the moment) when suc:h a radiation enters the human body at 

a c~ucial spot known to the Chi~ese -~~- ( ~ 1~.J.! --~-~-"a~~puncture point", and 

through the skin to the nerve endings at. ~~e loc~t1on, __ electric_impu1ses could 

be generated and ~v~l thr~!:'__E:.!:_Ve fibers !~-~,h,~ ccrebru..m ~f- the brain. There 

the .. i~fP!.~1ation content carried by the 1mpu~~~~-could b·e processed __ ~y _ the human 

brain :_~q~uter" ~~~~e 1ITTTl~n.~~-~f.~nction, intellect, and ma.~euyera~il.HL~~cee.d, 

ex~~pt for the speed, t~9~~-of th~~preserit r.n~!!.:J!l~de c<w!puters by large orders 

of magnitude. The net result for EOI from the cerebrum "computer~ would then 
•s _., _ =~i"""''''""- ~~•--,.a - ~-.,,-............ = , _ .. ~--c •-- - _ ~-~,c "°" ----

be an output that canperha_ps be di.splayed __ as.a~ __ "mental image",_~_o~ew~atsimi-

lar_t_o what appears ~~---a--~~-1-~'li~i~_l'! __ ~creen. 

The above description based upon the presumed action of an electro-

magnetic force gives a very simplistic and totally inadequate mechanism, both 

qualitatively and quantitatively. of how an EOI phenomenon might work in a human 

body. This inad.equacy' may be in part due to our lack of understanding of the 

·implied super high sensitivity toward EOI by children (particularly the girls) 
.. 

around the age of ten and some mysterious power of interaction, realizable 1n 

a human system, with an extraordinarily weak signal. 
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If we accept the E9I phenomenon ~~_!-~~! ~nd __ ~_!:_~_~io_~_~l explanation 

by way of known physical forces is wanting, the scientific world should explore 

. a new frontier of knowledge in the biophysical domain, such as a modern inter- 5 

pretat~on of the __ Chinese_}raditional_ com:ept of c~:}), transl~_:abl~ as 
11energy" or "vital energy", which 1n its rhythmic circulation around the 

human body may allow an enormous amount pf power concentrated at a spot (say, _,. __ ,,. -.---........ ,.._,_ .. ~--------~- ...... ~.-~--··----·-----~- =-------· ... ·-·-·--"·------------------
an acupuncture poi!l!L for. a __ sh_Ert period of time. 
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Pictures 

Picture l Zhu Ji is concentrating on getting the word in the paper-wrapped 

sample. 

Picture! Yu Po is concentrating to 11see11 the colored word in a sample 

con~ealed in a wax ball. held by her hands behind her back.· 

Picture! Yu Po is triumphantly showing the sample for which she got the 

right answers. 

Picture! Yu Po and h~r sister, Yu. Yan, agree on their EOI mental experiences. 

April 28, 1981 
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